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February 2021

Periods 1 & 3
Digital Design I
OJT
CTE Internship

Period 2
AP CSP
OJT
CTE Internship

Period 4
DCT
OJT
CTE Internship

Period 5 & 6
OJT
CTE Internship

Monday
February 8

Tuesday
February 9

Create shapes using the shape
builder tool; creating with the
Curvature tool;

transforming the artwork;
working with symbols
Creating and editing
gradients; place an image in
Illustrator;

Use Image Trace; Working
with brushes;

aligning artwork; working
with effects; Presenting
your document;

Lesson 2: Selecting the
Artwork
Selecting objects, using the
selection tool, selecting &
editing with the Direct
Selection Tool; selecting a
marquee; hiding & locking
objects; selecting similar
objects;

U7 L08: Make a Library Pt. 1

FLORIDA YOUTH SURVEY

U7 L10: Make a Library Pt. 3

U7 L11

Select a theme for a library of
functions

U7 L09: Make a Library Pt. 2

Debug a library of functions
based on testing and
classmate feedback

Review & Assessment Day

U8 L01 Create PT: Review
the Task

Create an acorn using the
shapes tools and the shape
builder.

Design the API for a library of
functions, including the
function names, purpose, and
parameters, and types of
values each function will
return
Road to Recovery: Protecting
Your Identity
Create a realistic scenario in
which your identity could be
stolen & follow the road to
recovery steps outlined in the
handout.

Write tests for functions
with a library that you
design
Provide feedback to your
classmate about a library
they designed

Wednesday
February 10

Explain the purpose &
functionality of a function
you developed

Thursday
February 11

Assessment will be
unlocked from 9 am today
until midnight.

Friday
February 12

Familiarize students with
Create Performance Task,
scoring and some examples
created by code.org

Explain two different calls to
a function you developed

Fighting Fraudulent Charges Financial Feuds: Making
Financial Feuds: Making
Financial Feuds: Making
Your wallet is stolen at a
Peace with Roommates
Peace with Roommates
Peace with Roommates
party- credit cards, driver
You signed a lease with a
Page 2: Complete the
Page 3: Complete the
license & SSN. The next day,
new roommate, and you
Streaming Video &
Broken Promises
you use your app to track
have no idea what to expect. Passwords Please sections
assignment and participate
charges and notice a charge
Complete the assignment
of the activity sheet.
in the class discussion.
you did not make. What do
(Lesson 8, pg. 1) on how to
Class discussion
you do? Write a business
resolve the financial conflicts
letter dispute in correct
that may arise.
format to get the identity
Class discussion
repair rolling.
I will continue to visit your places of employment and meet with your supervisors during 5th & 6th periods. Make sure you are getting the minimum number
of hours a week and you must submit a paystub this week where your workweek began AFTER January 4. Remember, that you must work DURING your
OJT period(s) in order to remain in the OJT classes.
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